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N. B. TINBERG Seitz papers, we have achieved a substantial simplification of the existing proof.
Throughout our discussion G = (G, B, N, R, U) will denote a finite group with a split (B, ΛΓ)-pair of characteristic p and rank n (see [4, Definition 2.1, ). Hence G satisfies the following conditions:
( i ) G has a (B, i\Γ)-pair ( [4, Definition 2.1, ) where H = B Π N and the Weyl group W = N/H is generated by the set of involutions R = {w l9 , wj.
(ii) if = f > \ neN n~1Bn.
(iii) Z7 is a normal p-subgroup of B; B -U H is a semidirect product and H is abelian with order prime to p.
Notice that (iii) tells us that we always have a Levi decomposition in the case J -Φ, G? -B.
The author wishes to thank J. A. Green for his helpful suggestions.
2 Preliminaries* The Weyl group of a (B, i\Γ)-pair is isomorphic to the Weyl group of a root system in Euclidean space in such a way that R corresponds to the set of fundamental reflections (see [9, p. 439] ). We therefore define Δ = {a^w.eR} to be the set of fundamental roots of this root system.
Let v: N->W be the natural epimorphism. For each subset JQR, the parabolic subgroup Gj = (Gj, B, N Jf J, U) is an unsaturated split (JB, iV)-pair of characteristic p and rank \J\ where Wj = (w t j w t 6 J) and Nj = v~\Wj) (see [1, Proposition 1, p. 28] ). The group Gj = BNjB is unsaturated (see [10] ) since C\ neNj n~1Bn may be larger than H; that is, Γ\ne Nj U n > 1. Any w e W can be written as a minimal product of the generators in R. We denote by l(w) the length of such an expression. For each J £ R, Wj will denote the unique element of maximal length in Wj. In the case J = R we write for w R . If X is any subset of G and geG, then X* = g~ιXg. (ii) The finite group Wj = NJ/(NJ Π J5^) = Nj/H is generated by the set J of involutions.
(iii) For all w^J and weWj there holds w.BjW £ BJWBJ U j.
To prove (iii) we need only show that (1) (W )uO) 6 BJWBJ U for any w 6 C/j. By [4, Proposition 3.3(iii) 
It is therefore sufficient to prove (1) for any u^u^eUi. We examine the following two cases:
Case I-l(w t w) = l(w) + 1. By [4, Proposition 3.3(i) (iv) For all w t e J, wJSjW,, Φ Bj. Now Ut £ Bj so that WiBjWt 2 (U τ ) w κ If (iv) were false then w.BjW^Bj^iU,)^ so that (U^QU contrary to [4, Proposition 3.3(v) [2, p. 119] . In the special case J = R we know that C = C R =UΠ U w° = {1} since G is saturated.
Proof. The result follows by [10, Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3] . Proof. We know that Gj C N G (Cj) so that N G (Cj) = G κ with JQ K. If Jd K take w* 6 K, w t $ J. Then by [4, Proposition 3.3(v) , p. B-13], Ui^ W U + for any weWj since ^(αj > 0 all w e W ά . But C = Γlvewj W U + so that Z7 έ S C /β Since w, 6G κ , W S Cj^ = Cj. On the other hand C/f^0 £ C/ by [4, Proposition 3.3(v) , p. B-13] since contrary to the (B, iV)-pair axioms since for all w t e R, w t UWi Φ U and U = U ίw .U + (see [4, Proposition 3.3(iii) , p. B-13]).
